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 The North Carolina Zoo is open every day of the year, except on
Christmas Day. Summer hours begin on April 1 and extend from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Winter hours begin November 1 and extend from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Standard admission prices are $12 for adults, $10 for
seniors and $8 for children. Zoo Society members and registered
North Carolina school groups are admitted free. The Zoo offers free
parking, free tram and shuttle service, picnic areas, visitor rest
areas, food service and gift shops.

For information, call 1-800-488-0444. 

The Zoo is a program of the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural Resources. The NC Zoo Society is the non-profit organization
that supports the North Carolina Zoological Park and its programs. Society offices are open Monday – Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more
information, please call 336-879-7250 or logon to the Society’s Web page at nczoo.com.

Please recycle your ALIVE magazine. To locate the 
closest magazine recycling area in your city, call “Solid
Waste Management” or “Recycling” under the City or
County listings of your phone book.

THIS ISSUE...

T
his issue of Alive is about some

of the wonders that await our

spring visitors to the Zoo. 

From April 1 through the end of the

summer, visitors are invited to wander

down a new prehistoric trail to meet a

bigger, badder collection of animatronic

dinosaurs and their two companion

pterosaurs. Inside this issue, readers will

find illustrations of many of the species

included in the 2013 collection, along

with some interesting facts about where,

when and how these animals lived. 

Another article explains the work

involved in building these animatronic

wonders. The process requires a special

mix of art and science as designers and

engineers collaborate to fabricate three

dimensional robots using blueprints

drawn from the fossil record. The final

step of this construction, making the

robots look real, is even more complex,

since fossils tell few secrets about skin

colors or markings. Consequently, Zoo

staff worked diligently with the produc-

tion company to choose a pallet for each

animal in this year’s collection. Their

decisions were made by marking and col-

oring each prehistoric model after a living

species that shares a similar habitat and

practices a similar lifestyle.

The important role that color plays in

the lives of all animals led to another

story in this Alive, one that delves into the

nature of color itself. Where does color

come from? How do animals use it? How

can colors offer protection? 

How does culture affect the language of

color?

Two other stories go back to the Zoo’s

more modern animal concerns. One arti-

cle introduces some of the new animals

that visitors can see this spring. The sec-

ond article offers some answers to one of

the common questions we hear at the

Zoo: How can I get to be a zookeeper? 

Finally, be sure to read about the

behind-the-scenes programs available this

year and check out three spectacular

travel opportunities we are planning for

2013, 2014 and 2015. They are exclusive,

carefully tailored experiences that are

unlike anything we have ever offered

before!

Jayne Owen Parker, Ph.D., Editor

Showing Our True Colors
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D
inosaurs, the “terrible lizards”

that thrilled North Carolina

Zoo visitors in 2012, will

return for a second tri-

umphant appearance this April.

Last year, a gathering of snarling,

roaring dinosaur replicas helped set

Zoo attendance records by enticing

nearly 240,000 people—more than 35

percent of the Zoo’s visitors—to attend

the special exhibit during its April

through November stay. The dinos

proved so popular that Zoo officials

decided to pull together an encore per-

formance, one lush with a new set of

ancient reptiles and an expanded, even

more primordial, outdoor setting for

containing the animated creatures.

New�Exhibit�Choices
Staff selected a new cast of dinosaurs

with the idea of making the exhibition

bigger and more bizarre than last

year’s group. While the 2012 collec-

tion featured some of history’s more

famous dinosaurs, this year’s grouping

pulls in some of the Mesozoic’s less

famous, but in many ways

more interesting,

species.

As with last year, the display group

is not limited exclusively to dinosaurs.

In 2012, the ringer was Dimetrodon, a

lizard-looking ancestor of mammals

that lived millions of years before the

first dinosaur poked its head out of a

shell.

This year, there are two dinosaur

imposters. Both are pterosaurs, mem-

bers of the “winged lizard” group 

that lived alongside of the dinosaurs

but as neighbors, not relatives. Quirky

differences in their anatomies make it

clear that dinosaurs and pterosaurs

arose from a different ancestrial line.

Pterosaurs—probably the first verte-

brates to ever actually fly—built the

leading edge of each wing from a

greatly elongated fourth finger. Flying

dinosaurs, on the other hand, con-

cocted the leading edge of

each wing with bones from

their forearms—the way that

modern birds do today.

Flying�Lizards
The larger of the two exhibit

pterosaurs is Quetzalcoatlus. Best

known for its size, Quetzalcoatlus is

widely considered to be the largest ani-

mal to have ever flown. Adults would

have weighed somewhere between 150

and 300 pounds. Holding that load

aloft would have required an enormous

wingspan, and Quetzalcoatlus had one.

From tip to tip, its wings would have

reached 36 feet. While these wings

were plenty ample to keep

Quetzalcoatlus soaring, no one is quite

sure where it got the power to thrust its

massive body into the air.

Some skeptics, in fact,

doubt that it ever flew.

They contend that

Quetzalcoatlus was

too heavy to get

off the ground.

Believers, though,

envision it jumping

aloft at the end of a

power run or leaping off the edge of a

cliff. Another theorist suggests that it

rose by lurching up on its forearms,

pivoting skyward the way that pole

vaulters fling themselves over a bar.

The second pterosaur in the Zoo’s

2013 special exhibit is Tupuxuara.

Smaller than Quetzalcoatlus,

Tupuxuara is still large, and the two

pterosaurs are thought to be closely

related because of their shared

anatomy and because they both lived

in South America.

Tupuxuara’s large bill is riddled with

small air sacs—making it weigh far 

And they’re bigger—and badder—than ever.
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less that its bulk would suggest.

The shape and texture of the beak

suggest that this pterosaur probably fed

on fruit or fish.

Big,�Bad�Dinosaurs
The largest predatory dinosaur in the

Zoo’s 2013 group—the one replacing

Tyrannosaurus rex—is Giganotosaurus.

While this dinosaur is quite large,

readers need to stifle the temptation to

say “gigantic” when pronouncing its

name. The correct pronunciation is Jig-

a-NOT-o-saurus, a name that refers to

its place of origin, not to its size.

The Big-Giga’s fossils were first

unearthed in South America, and its

name translates to mean “giant south-

ern lizard.” Its discovery 

placed it among the largest of all the

predatory dinosaurs. Adult Gigas likely

weighed two tons more, and grew two

feet longer, than the more famous T-

rex. Giga’s skull alone extended nearly

six feet in length.

This dino’s main claim to fame,

however, is more far-reaching than its

size. It was the first of several South

American fossil finds to challenge the

calendar that paleontologists had pro-

posed for the birth of the Atlantic

Ocean.

Before Giga’s remains cropped up,

South America’s scant fossil record

showed little overlap with

Africa’s fossil

finds. The absence of related dinosaurs

on the two continents suggested that

their ancestors had not lived in close

proximity for many millions of years.

But, Giga’s remains bore a close

resemblance to several African

dinosaurs, and dating techniques

showed Giga living toward the end of

the dinosaur’s reign. The new finds

shoved Giga’s ancestors back into

Africa, which meant that South

America and North Africa stayed con-

nected longer than scientists originally

thought.

Butt-headed�
Dinosaurs
Two members of the Zoo’s 2013

dinosaur exhibit wear strange, and not

clearly understood, headgear. Both

were plant eaters that lived toward the

end of the Dinosaur era.

The first of these,

Pachycephalosaurus, has a name that

means “thick-headed lizard.” Thick-

headed is almost an understatement

considering that the roof of its skull is

10 inches thick.

The purpose of this high dome

remains a mystery. Scientists once

envisioned Pachycephalosaurus males

butting their domed heads together in

combat rituals similar to the ones

exhibited by Big Horned Sheep. But,

that idea lost credence when studies

found the skulls too flimsy to with-

stand such powerful rammings.

Today, paleontologists see the dome

as more of a fashion statement—a

high-topped headdress that was used

Dilophosaurus, a popular dinosaur from

the 2012 collection, is making a return

appearance this year. When the exhibit

opens, Dilophosaurus will resume its bad

habit of spitting on unsuspecting visitors. 



for visual signaling.

The exhibit’s other strange-headed

dinosaur is Parasaurolophus. This her-

bivore topped its head with a long,

curved crest that began at its nose and

continued aft to jut out well beyond the

back of its skull. A maze of tubes rum-

bled through the crest’s interior, open-

ing up a passageway that shuffled air in

from the nasal cavities, up through the

crest, and back down and out through

an opening inside the animal’s skull.

Big and obvious, the crest could have

delivered clear visual signals and,

because it was heavily infiltrated with

blood vessels, could have helped

Parasaurolophus regulate its body tem-

perature, too. But, the crests’ most

interesting possibilities lie in its poten-

tial as a horn. It could have given

Parasaurolophus an instrument for

vocal communication.

This notion gains support from two

sources. First, the cavity inside

Parasaurolophus’ skull made room for

an unusually large dinosaur brain—one

that was most enlarged around the

brain areas that would have received

and interpreted sounds. Secondly, com-

puter models show that air forced

through the crest would have produced

loud and complex notes.*

Dinosaurs�
for�the�Birds
A hefty section of the 2013 Dinosaur

exhibition focuses on a subgroup of the

Theropods—the predator dinosaurs—

that most paleontologists consider to be

closely related to modern birds. Several

of these replicas were chosen because

of the similarities they share with birds. 

Citipati is particularly bird-like in

appearance. It looks very much like a

Cassowary and, to some degree, like 

an ostrich. Beyond its general 

appearance, Citipati shares other char-

acteristics with modern birds. For one

thing, feathers covered most of its

body—a feature it shares with many

other Theropod species. For another

thing, fossilized Citipati have been

found sitting protectively atop their

fossilized eggs.

While Coelophysis appears

less bird-like than Citipati on

the outside, its fossilized

skeleton shares the 

hollow limb bones

* Interested readers can hear these sounds by visiting YouTube and searching for
“Parasaurolophus sound” or by typing in http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBU6zfI1b0U .

Coelophysis’ name translates to mean 

“hollow form.” The name refers to this

dinosaur’s hollow limbs, a characteristic

that Coelophysis shares with modern birds.

Like modern birds, too, Coelophysis’ 

skeleton includes a wishbone.
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that characterize modern birds and its

beak is birdlike as well.

Finally, Deltadromeus, while still a

Theropod, is less birdlike than the oth-

ers in our group. It is bipedal but is

different enough from modern birds

to be considered an early offshoot

from the Theropod group that

evolved into birds.

Old�Time�Favorites
The 15 species that will fill the 2013

Dinosaur exhibition are not all  new to

the Zoo. Three species are making a

return appearance, their recall a func-

tion of their popularity in the 2012

exhibit.

Dilophosaurus, the “Double-” or

“Two-crested Lizard,” will reappear in

the 2013 grouping. While Zoo

visitors may not remember this

dinosaur’s name, they will remember

encountering it on the trail inside the

enclosure. Dilophosaurus is the

dinosaur that makes an impres-

sion by spitting on unsuspecting

visitors.

Triceratops will return, too,

but in a new, full-sized model

and a new setting. 

Also returning is the trapped

Tyrannasaurus rex that will provide a

wonderful photo op.

This article introduces some, but not

all of the dinosaur replicas that will be

exhibited in 2013. To see and learn

about the remaining dinosaurs, visit the

Zoo after April 1.

ROD HACKNEY, ZOO PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER
& JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D., SOCIETY DIRECTOR

OF CONSERVATION EDUCATION
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Citipati looks like a bird, and its fossils suggest that it behaved like
one, too. Citipati is one of several Theropods that left fossil evidence
of its devotion to its young. Fossilized Citipati nests have been
uncovered with the fossilized remains of parents sitting on, and
guarding with outstretched wings, their fossilized eggs.

Styracosaurus, as you might suspect, was a
relative of Triceratops. Discovered in Canada,
Styracosaurus had a mouth full of cheek teeth
that grew in batteries. When it opened its
mouth, each of Styracosaurus’ exposed teeth
stood on top of a stacked battery of 3 to 5
replacement teeth that pushed their way
through when the top tooth wore out.



Billings Productions fabricated the animatronic
dinosaurs exhibited this year, and last, at the
Zoo. Located in Texas, the company draws

on the fossil record to build lifelike models of
dinosaurs and other prehistoric animals. Artists cre-
ate the models, and engineers devise electronic brains
to move the models’ limbs and give their voices
authentic pitch and timbre.
Sculptors apply textured, pliable rubber to cover the

models in scales or skin. Some of the models gain a
layer of feathers; others are painted in reptilian colors
and patterns.
In all, Billings Productions has amassed a stable of

200 models that collectively represent 50 ancient
species. Zoos and museums can rent their choice of
these models to include in temporary or permanent
exhibits.
Before installing the models, Billings tailors them to

suit the needs of the receiving institutions. As part of
this process, Billings’ staff collaborates with their insti-
tutional partners to select the colors and the patterns
that will appear on the chosen robots’ skin. Working
together, the staffs ensure that each exhibition is
unique to its host facility.

Hues Choosing
At the NC Zoo, a team consisting of staff
from Education, Horticulture, Design and Animal
Divisions worked together on this phase of the design
process. They studied the species chosen for the Zoo’s

collection and dressed them in colors that fit
known facts about the animals’ habi-

tats and lifestyles.
Tupuxuara, for example, a
giant, flying pterosaur
with a massive crest
and bill, lived along
South America’s coast

at the end of the Cretaceous.
Its habitat and beak sug-
gest that it likely ate either
fish or fruit.
The presumed diet of

this pterosaur prompted
Zoo staff’s design for
Tupuxuara. Staff colored
the pterosaur to resemble
a successful, modern
hunter of fish—the Great
Blue Heron—while
splashing Tupuxuara’s bill
with colors that resemble
a modern frugivore’s—a
Toucan.

6 | ALIVE
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Hunting Birds
All the big, bad and oh-so delightful two-legged preda-
tory dinosaurs belong to a large, diverse group known
as “Theropods.” The Theropod group counts the
largest predators that ever lived among its members

and, quite likely, the group also contains
the ancestors of modern birds.

The strong connection
between birds and
Theropods colored the
decisions Zoo staff

made about dressing these dinosaurs. 
Deltadromeus—thought to be the swiftest running

predator of all times—was given the stripes of a well-
known avian pacer, the fleet-footed Roadrunner. Two
other Theropods, Giganotosaurus
and Deinonychus, were
dressed like two modern,
mammalian predators: the
Striped Hyena and the
African Wild Dog.

Aposematic, Anyone?
Not all animals hide behind camouflage. Some dress
up in flamboyant colors that nerds-in-the-know call
“aposematic.” Bright and flashy, aposematic colors are
thought to warn potential predators to look the other
way.
Gaudy patterns adorn well-armored creatures and

animals protected by a stingy dose of poison or
venom—just enough to sicken, but not kill, a potential
predator. The trauma of tangling with one of these
flashy prey items will taint its predator with a lifelong
dread of any similar display of colors. 
Zoo staff dressed Edmontonia aposematically to

draw attention to the sharp spikes that protrude from
its back and shoulders. Edmontonia’s colors were
inspired by the markings that appear on the well-pro-
tected Starred Tortoise.

A New Future for Coloring Dinosaurs
Although well-considered, the patterns that mark the
Zoo’s dinosaur collection are the result of educated
guesses. Colors, after all, do not fossilize. But,
recently, researchers have found ways to get closer to

understanding some of the colors and the pat-
terns that dinosaurs actually wore. 

This series of discoveries began in 2008,
when researchers slid a hundred-million-
year old, fossilized feather under the
lens of a scanning electron micro-

scope. To their surprise, the
fossil retained microscopic

Spring 2013 | 7



details of the feather’s smallest
structures. Included among the
impressions were tiny pockets,
called “melanosomes,” that encase the pigment
melanin in modern feathers. 
Melanin is the most common coloring

pigment in the Animal Kingdom. One of
its variants tints feathers red or orange.
A second version singes feathers black,
brown or gray. Because the shape of
melanosomes vary to accommodate the dif-
ferent pigment versions, researchers can type the
melanosomes to infer the actual colors and patterns
that appeared on these ancient feathers.
Since the first report of melanosomes in a fossil,

researchers have looked for and found both varieties
of melanosomes in all manner of fossilized feathers
and other dino fuzz. Recently, one of these
melanosomes even gave up a few fragments of
ancient melanin.
These discoveries have given paleontologists a new

set of tools for divining what dinosaurs really looked
like and for considering the role that color likely played
in prehistoric times. In the future, this research could
lead to dinosaur models that wear patterns and colors
that are scientifically accurate.
JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D., SOCIETY DIRECTOR 

OF CONSERVATION EDUCATION

Color Me Dino continued
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To donate online, go to

www.nczoo.com

and click on 

“Give Today.”

Something magical happens every time a child

comes face to face with a Polar Bear swimming

in its exhibit or nose to nose with one of the

North Carolina Zoo’s Gorillas or Chimpanzees.

Every time someone connects with a Zoo animal,

the experience ignites joy, wonder and curiosity.

These moments cannot be matched outside of a zoo,

and these moments can fuel a passion for wildlife and

learning that can last a lifetime.

Help us make sure that Polar Bears and Elephants are

always here to spread their enchantment and draw us back to

nature. You can help keep this magic alive by donating to the Zoo

Society’s Annual Fund. 
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Visit the NC Zoo Society’s Web site, nczoo.com, to learn more about these trips and to
review the other travel options the Zoo Society is offering in 2013. Or, give us a call to
speak to someone about any of our travel expeditions. PHOTOS FOR TRAVEL: BIGSTOCK.COM
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL SAFARI

Update Your Passports!

Brazil & The Pantanal
A Platinum Level tour led by Zoo
Director David Jones
August 15 to 26, 2013

This adventure includes an in-
depth tour of the Pantanal—the
largest continuous wetland on
Earth, a World Heritage Site and
Biosphere Reserve and South
America’s most extraordinary
wildlife sanctuary.

Inside this ecological paradise,
travelers will encounter the
Amazon Forest, the Caatinga,
the Brazilian Savannah, the
Atlantic Rainforest and the
Paraguayan Chaco. The
wildlife and the vegetation
are simply spectacular.
Jaguar,Tapir and Sloths are among the
anticipated wildlife sightings. Optional
extensions to Iguassu Falls and Rio De
Janeiro are available.

Basic Land Package, based on double
occupancy is $8,995 per person.
Estimated international air travel,
including taxes and fees: $2,300.
Organized by Classic Escapes.



Two Trips Planned to Visit India 

In 2014, we plan a small, intimate visit to parts
of northern India. The tour, limited to 10 people,
will visit some of the subcontinent’s most diverse
and spectacular wildlife areas. Included on the
itinerary is the Taj Mahal, the Chambal River Keoladeo
Ghana National Park and an extended visit to Kanha
National Park – the best place to see a Tiger in the wild!
An optional extension to Kaziranga National Park in
Assam is also available. This trip is being arranged by
EcoQuest Travel, Inc. Pricing not yet available.

In 2015, a Platinum level tour is planned through south-
ern India. Travelers will enjoy 4 and 5 star accommoda-
tions in the company of Zoo Director David M. Jones.
Details and pricing available soon.

Spring 2013 | 11

The Nature of Israel
A Wildlife and Cultural Experience
March 17 to 26, 2014

Specialist Guide Amir Orly will accompany this
tour. With more than 30 years of tourism experi-
ence, a Master’s degree in Biblical Studies and
deep insight into his homeland’s complex past,
Amir Orly is the ideal guide to Israel’s many
treasures. The tour includes excursions to Jaffa, Tel Aviv, Caesarea, Haifa
and, of course, Jerusalem. Along with visits to Israel’s cultural and religious
icons, this tour will explore the country’s spectacular natural heritage, 
visiting Tel Dan Nature Reserve, Beit Ussishkin, Hula Nature Reserve and
Agamon. The Dead Sea, Einot Tzukim Nature Reserve and Ein Gedi National
Park are also included, along with a
visit to Masada. An optional post
extension to Jordan is also available. 

Basic Land Package, based on double
occupancy, $3,995 per person.
Estimated international air travel,
including taxes and fees, $2,000 per
person. This trip was organized by
Classic Escapes.
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D
epending on species and circumstances, colors can
dazzle, confuse, obscure, warn or, sometimes, lie
completely undetected. Whether or not a color gets
noticed, though, depends on the kind of

eyes nestled inside its beholder. An animal sees
a color if, and only if, its eyes can detect the
wavelengths that correspond to that hue.
An eye without red receptors cannot see
red. An eye devoid of blue receptors
never sees blue. And, because differ-
ent species come equipped with dif-
ferent visual receptors, we cannot
be sure that other animals see the
world as we do.
People respond, for example, to

a six-tiered visible spectrum—liter-
ally the colors bound by our rain-
bow. Our color world begins with red,
ripples up through green and tops out
at the upper edge of violet. 
Most mammals, though, confront a thin-

ner, duller rainbow. Unresponsive to red or
green, a typical mammal’s eyes stack its rain-
bow out of four arches: a yellow one, topped by
one of grey, then blue, then brown. 
Insects and birds, on the other hand, add an extra topping

Nature surrounds us with color. It flicks

gold onto finches and marches bands

of red, orange, yellow, green, blue and

violet across sunsets and rainbows.

Greens dominate forests. Blues loom 

in the sky. And, everywhere, colors

blink in and out of sight, flashing at 

us from birds, flowers, insects—

all manner of life.

TheColors
inNature

JAYNE OWEN PARKER, PH.D.,
SOCIETY DIRECTOR OF CONSERVATION EDUCATION



on their rainbow: a seventh story woven from ultra-
violet rays that lie outside our range of vision.
Where we see violet end against a blue sky, most
birds and insects encounter an archway resplen-
dent in a shade that we cannot even imagine.

Color Me, Pigments
Nature calls on pigments to add color to plants and
animals. Pigments pull color out of light by absorb-
ing some of its wavelengths and reflecting others. If
the reflected wavelengths enter a receptive eye,
they trigger the perception of color.
Of all of nature’s pigments, the most familiar and

abundant is surely chlorophyll. Found only in plants
and a few algae, chlorophyll underlies the Earth’s
verdant vistas and produces the sugars that feed
most of its lifeforms.
Chlorophyll soaks up red and blue rays from sun-

shine and uses the energy they provide to rip apart
carbon dioxide and water and reassemble their
atoms into strings of simple sugars. As the sweets
roll out, chlorophyll tosses the leftover waste prod-
uct—oxygen—back into the atmosphere. 
Chlorophyll turns plants and some algae green,

but it never shades an animal’s skin, feathers or fur.
Animals do not store chlorophyll in tissue

because they cannot make it from
scratch and, once they eat it, the
pigment falls apart. Many ani-
mals do, however, make a
pigment, called “heme” that
is just a few atoms off
from chlorophyll. Heme
gets us seeing red, not
green, though. It is the
pigment in blood that
latches onto oxygen
and carries it out to our
tissues. 

Burning Leaves
Plants concoct an array
of pigments beyond

chlorophyll. One of the largest
and most diverse groups of these

pigments is composed of carotenoids.
These carotenoids come in more than 600

varieties.

Leaves regularly
churn out these
carotenoids, but we
rarely notice their yellow
hues. In spring and summer,
a leaf’s high concentrations of
chlorophyll overshadow any
carotenoids, so the leaf stays
green. But, only until autumn. 
When fall hits, and tempera-

tures drop, chlorophyll starts to fall
apart. It is just too fragile to survive the
changes. As the chlorophyll disintegrates,
its green gives way to the carotenoids’
golds and yellows. Hardier than chlorophyll,
carotenoids survive to provide much of
autumn’s colors.

Color Me, Yellow
Carotenoids show up in more than autumn leaves.
They are the healthy pigments that glow orange in
carrots, yellow in squash and red in tomatoes,
strawberries, raspberries and watermelons.
Carotenoids, like chlorophyll, originate only in

plants. But, unlike chlorophyll, carotenoids fre-
quently turn up in the cells of animals. Carotenoids
wiggle into feathers, fur and skin because they can
hang together after they are eaten. Scarlet Ibis,
flamingos and cardinals, for example, pluck
their reds and pinks from carotenoids
made by plants. 
Some birds, like cardinals, take the

carotenoids in directly, pulling them out
of seeds or bits of vegetation. Other
birds, like ibis and flamin-
gos, need a middleman to
serve up their carotenoids.
These birds take the pigments
out of prey animals that for-
merly feasted on carotenoid-
rich algae or vegetation. 
As carotenoids pass up the food chain,

the pigments rarely stay true to their colors.
As the pigment makes the transition from veg-
etable to animal, digestion rearranges its shade.
The same seeds that instill a House Finch with a
little glint of yellow will cause red to flash from a
Cardinal’s feathers.
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Hair of the Dog
Plants supply some, but not all, of the
pigments that brighten up animals’ fur,
feathers and skin. But, animals can
cook up a few pigments of their own.
The most common animal pigment is
melanin, a driving force in the colors we
see in fur and eyes and a common con-
tributor to the colors of feathers, too. 
Mostly, melanins are dark. Brown and

black eyes, fur and skin get their
shades from melanins. But, melanins
have a lighter side, too, and can cast
hues of red, yellow and even green in
certain circumstances. The color we
see depends on the type, and the
amount, of the melanin involved.
Melanin’s standard form, eumelanin,

leans dark, while its close relative, 
phenomelanin, shoves its shades
toward red or yellow. Fiery redheads
and sultry blonds get their glint from
phenomelanin.

Going White
In an odd way, white hair owes its roots to melanin
too, but in the negative. White hair happens where
melanin fails to form. Hold a white strand up to the
light, and it will look like a transparent fishing line.
The hair has no color at all.
Instead of small stacks of melanin, white hairs

contain tiny packets of air. Without any pigments to
selectively reflect a few wavelengths, the air pockets
bounce light around the way that snowflakes and
ice cubes do. The reflected jumble of light turns out
looking white. 
Nature makes most of its whites this way. White

petals, white fur, white feathers, white glaciers and
so much more owes their pallor to air pockets. Only
rarely—in cauliflower, rice and a few other places—
does nature provide a pigment to paint a surface
white.

Getting the Blues
Bluebirds make blue without a pigment, too. Slip a
Bluebird’s feather under a microscope and the only
pigment to see is melanin, and a brown melanin, 
at that. 
The blue emerges from the way the feathers scat-

ter incoming light waves. Bluebird feathers form an
odd internal structure. Long gaps open up between
the protein strings that give these feathers their stiff-
ness. The resulting, spaghetti-like framework wreaks
havoc on incoming light. The beams crash together
in ways that cause the red and the yellow wave-
lengths to cancel each other out and the blue wave-
lengths to amplify each other.

On a grander scale, simi-
lar scatterings give the sky
and eyes their blues. In the
atmosphere, bits of dust
and water vapor create the
scatter that causes the
color. Without these impuri-
ties, we would look up to
see a blaring white sun sur-

rounded by an inky black sky.

Cool Color Quirks
Many Zoo visitors know that flamingos need to eat
a diet rich in carotenoids to grow pink and red feath-
ers. For wild flamingos, these carotenoids arrive in
the algae, shrimp or other crustaceans that make
up the flamingos’ diet. Turns out, though, that
flamingos do more than store the carotenoids in
their developing feathers. They hold some pigments
out to apply later as makeup. 
Flamingos, like other birds, preen their feathers to

keep them in shape. Preening straightens out the
feathers and coats them with a waterproofing oil.
Flamingos spruce up this preening oil by adding a
pinch of rosy carotenoids. Spreading the oil around
deepens the colors on the flamingos’ feathers and,
presumably, makes them more attractive to
prospective mates. 

Gorillas Go Silver
Many Zoo visitors also know that adult male
Gorillas are called “silverbacks” because they wear
a mantel of grey hair on their backs. While the
process that turns this hair grey is not completely
understood, the pigment involved in the change is
melanin. In young male Gorillas, new hairs form
with a full supply of dark melanin packed inside.
But, as male gorillas age, their back hairs lose
some of their capacity to form melanin. As pigment
production declines, the hairs turn grey. If melanin
production stops all together, the hairs turn white.
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Big Baby Blues
Blue eyes are rarer than you think. While about
17 percent of Americans have blue eyes, worldwide
this percentage drops to about two percent in adults.
And, that percentage plummets to nearly zero
among primates other than humans. Except for us
and one species of lemur, all primates have brown

eyes.
Blue eyes turn blue the

same way that bluebirds
and blue skies do—by
scattering light waves so
that their red and green
light waves cancel each

other out. Heredity sets up eyes with a quirky gene
that cuts back on the amount of melanin that forms
inside. The empty spaces left by the absent melanin
scatter the incoming light in just the right way to turn
the eye blue.

Purple Tongues
The Zoo’s giraffes have very long tongues—about
18 inches long—that present with two colors. The
outer two-thirds is deep purple, while the inner third
is pink. The deep purple section is packed with
dense pockets of melanin. Although no one knows
for sure why the purple color evolved, it is commonly 
thought that the purple keeps the tongue from get-
ting sunburned.

Melanin serves this
purpose in human skin,
which responds to intense sun-
light by ramping up melanin produc-
tion. As the added melanin darkens the
skin, we say that we are “getting a tan.” 
The more melanin stored in skin, the darker it

appears. This variation accounts for the range of
skin colors that occur among people. Because
melanin protects skin from the damage caused by
strong sunlight, dark skin confers an advantage to
people who live at the equator—where the sun is its
most intense. But, because dark skin needs intense
sunlight to stimulate the production of Vitamin D,
light skin confers an advantage to people living at
mid-latitudes, where sunlight is less intense.

Colorful Words
Since chimpanzees, gorillas and most other pri-
mates see the same color pallet that we do, scien-
tists assume that the earliest people saw these
colors, too. But, research suggests that these early
humans had little to say about any colors they saw.
Or, so its seems, from a careful reading of the early
manuscripts.
The earliest writings from Greek, Hebrew,

Chinese, Arabic and other cultures lack words for
colors. And, when color names finally appear, they
almost always emerge in the same order.
“Black” and “white” come first. They quickly

become mainstays in every maturing language.
Next, the name for red appears. After red, words to
describe “yellow” and “green” find their way into a
language, usually in that order. Universally, the last
color name to find its way to print seems to be the
word for “blue.”
No one understands why color names emerge in

this order, but it may relate to the abundance of dif-
ferent pigments in nature. Red pigments are com-
mon, and easily extracted from soils. Blue pigments
are naturally rare. It may be people invent color
names to describe the pigments they develop to use
in art or for decorations. 
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I
t is not unusual for students, and even adults, to

ask Zoo staff how to transform a love of ani-

mals into a zookeeping career. While zookeep-

ing can be rewarding, it is not an easy business to

break into. And, it is a career that is unlikely to lead

to large financial gains. The people who make suc-

cessful zookeepers tend to be people who love

working with animals and extend that love into a

passion for conserving wildlife and habitats.

Of course, becoming a zookeeper involves more

than nurturing a passion for animals and for nature.

It also involves some careful planning and lots of

hard work. Below are some tips that can be useful

in planning a zookeeping career.

Hit the Books
First, and foremost, get a degree. A modern, profes-

sional zookeeper needs a sturdy background in biol-

ogy especially in the fields of taxonomy, anatomy,

physiology, animal behavior and natural history. To

provide quality care to an animal, a zookeeper

needs to consider its needs using the concepts

learned by studying these disciplines.

At the North Carolina Zoo, we recommend that

potential keepers earn a 4-year degree in biology,

zoology, wildlife management or a related field. As

an alternative, a few institutions offer a 2-year

degree in zoo animal care. Davidson County

Community College in North Carolina and the

University of Florida at Gainesville both offer this

course of study as do a few other schools around

the country.

Care for Animals
In addition to academic training, zookeepers in

training are wise to get some practical, hands-on

experience with animals. It is fine to gain some of

this experience with domestic and farm animals, but

it is also important to work with exotic animals.

Exotic animals require more specialized care than

domestic species, and learning to address these

needs is an important component of becoming a

good zookeeper.

Zookeeping offers some really cool moments but

most of the in-between-times are made up in hours

filled with routine, detailed work that must go on in

all sorts of conditions and on weekends and holi-

days. A work history that reflects an understanding

of these demands can help convince a prospective

employer of one’s potential as a zookeeper.

One of the best ways to gain good experience is

by volunteering at a wildlife rehabilitation center,

an exotic animal rescue center or in the field with a

working biologist. It is important, though, to use

discretion when selecting a volunteer placement. It

is hard to unlearn poor techniques and unprofes-

sional approaches, and volunteering for a facility

with a poor reputation can be more damning than

not volunteering at all. The best place to volunteer

is always with a zoo or aquarium that has received

So You Want to Become a
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accreditation from the Association of Zoos and

Aquariums, the professional organization for America’s

top zoos.

Go Green
Anyone who hopes to be a zookeeper should also

become knowledgeable about environmental issues and

be willing to practice a green lifestyle. Respectable zoos

see no justification for exhibiting animals unless these

animals contribute to conservation efforts. Modern

zookeepers are expected to practice the conservation

standards that zoos preach to their visitors.

Adopt the Philosophy
Additionally, prospective zookeepers need to be profes-

sional in their approach to wildlife. Zookeepers do not

handle or treat exotic zoo animals like pets. Zookeepers

respect the wild nature of the animals in their care and

show that respect by ensuring that the animals’ physical,

psychological and social needs are met. Prospective

zookeepers should structure their practical experiences

and approaches to the profession with that in mind.

Get Along
Be comfortable around and kind to people, because

zookeepers work in teams. Animals require care every

day of the year, so zookeepers have to share their

responsibilities. Sharing requires good communication

skills to keep team members informed about the needs

of the animals.

Zookeepers also spend part of their day interacting

with zoo visitors. Anyone who wants to avoid being

around people, should not pursue a zookeeping career.

Finally, be reliable, trustworthy, self-motivated, capa-

ble and competent. Have strong interpersonal and team-

work skills and be prepared to demonstrate those skills.

These are the skills we look for, and value, in the keep-

ers who work at the NC Zoo.
KEN REININGER, ZOO GENERAL CURATOR

     Zookeeper?
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    NORTH CAROLINA ZOO EVENTS are for everyone and,
unless otherwise noted, are free with admission. For more
information, call 1.888.488.0444. 

MARCH
30 Eggstravaganza : When Zoo animals hunt for treats
hidden inside decorative eggs

APRIL
17 Amphibian Awareness Day : Jump for Joy for Frogs

20 & 21  Earth Day : Join our party for the planet.
Dance to African drums and explore new ways to take
care of the Earth.

MAY
11 Birds & Blooms : Fun at the Aviary and a celebration
of International Migratory Bird Day.

18 & 19  Save Our Snakes : Get acquainted with some
native snakes and the roles they play in nature.

JUNE
8 World Oceans Day : Join the global celebration.

Go online to nczoo.com and click on Events to sign up. Revenues
earned from these programs support the Zoo’s field conservation
efforts. A way to have fun and do good at the same time.

MARCH
DATE TIME EVENT COST

16 11 a.m. Meet & Feed the Otters $65
3 p.m. Behind the Scenes with Chimps $100

23 11:15 a.m. Meet and Feed the Gorillas $79
1:15 p.m. Get Close to a Grizzly $75

30 1:30 p.m. Close Up With a Cougar $79
4:30 p.m. Private Elephant Training $79

APRIL
DATE TIME EVENT COST

6 1:30 p.m. Meet & Feed the Puffins $69
13 8:15 a.m. Early Bird, Private Aviary Tour $79

11:15 a.m. Meet & Feed the Gorillas $79
20 10:30 a.m. Rhinocerous Barn Tour $79

5:30 p.m. Meet & Feed the Giraffes $79

MAY
DATE TIME EVENT COST

4 1:15 p.m. Seals Behind the Scenes $69
8 p.m. Wake Up with the Animals! MEMBERS FREE
CALL 336-879-7250 TO BUY TICKETS FOR NON-MEMBER GUESTS

11 2:30 p.m. Red River Hogs Meet & Feed $79
18 10:30 a.m. Elephant Barn Tour $89

11 a.m. Meet & Feed the Otters $65
3 p.m. Chimps Behind the Scenes $79

25 11:15 a.m. Meet and Feed the Gorillas $79

Unrestricted Charitable Trust Gift
Catherine B. Harley gave her first gift to the Zoo Society more than 27 years ago, shortly
after she returned from a safari in East Africa. That gift arrived in response to a telethon
that was aired to help jump start North Carolina’s newborn Zoo. Soon after this first gift,
Ms. Harley became a lifetime member of the Zoo Society.
Ms. Harley made another 11 gifts during her lifetime. Her gifts helped buy equipment

for the Zoo and supported the Zoo’s work with rhinos, chimps and other animals. In all,
she gave more than $60,000 to help the Zoo.
Recently, we learned that Ms. Harley named the Zoo Society as a beneficiary of her

charitable remainder trust. This unrestricted gift will provide $500,000 to the Zoo so that
it can continue carrying on the work that she valued during her lifetime.

LEAVE A      LEGACY

Opens doors to behind-the-scene 
Zoo tours & wildlife conservation!

ZOO happenings
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Already home to one of the largest
chimpanzee collections in American
zoos, the NC Zoo recently brought in
four more animals. The new additions
raise the collection size to 16.
The four newcomers are closely

related females who arrived from the
Dallas Zoo. The oldest newbie is Gari,
the 36-year old mother of two of the
other Chimpanzees: 13-year old Gerre
and 1-year old Gigi. The last chimp,
Genie is also a year old. She is Gari’s
granddaughter and Gerre’s daughter.

Making the Move
The Chimpanzee Species Survival
Plan orchestrated this move, writing
out recommendations that brought the
four females to the NC Zoo. Species
Survival Plans are hallmark programs
that the Association of Zoos and
Aquariums oversees to help individual
zoos manage their animals appropri-
ately. Experts write the plans, which
outline steps that reputable zoos follow
to help ensure the viability of the
species in their care. 
Unlike most species survival plans,

which tend to focus on maintaining a
species’ genetic diversity, the plan for
Chimpanzees deals extensively with
the social issues affecting chimps in
zoos. So, while the Chimpanzee
Species Survival Plan may recom-
mend relocating a few individuals for
breeding purposes, many transfers are
planned to improve the social interac-
tions within a group or to adjust a
group’s demographics to make them
more similar to the make up of a wild
Chimpanzee group.
The motivation for sending Gari and

her family here falls into the social-fix
category. The Species Survival Plan
recommended that the females come
to North Carolina as a way to keep this
family together while also boosting the
size of a subgroup of Chimpanzees
that had to be formed at the Zoo. 

Keeping Company
According to Keeper Supervisor
Jennifer Ireland, Gari did not get along
with some of the other Chimpanzees
at the Dallas Zoo. Eventually, keepers
stopped trying to introduce Gari into
that group. But, rather than just send-
ing her and her youngest daughter to
another zoo, the members of the
Species Survival Plan looked for a way
to keep the family together.
Fortunately, the NC Zoo was looking

to add some young females to its col-
lection because it, too, has a Chimp
with some social adjustment issues.
Kendall, one of the Zoo’s males, has to
be kept in a small subgroup because
of problems he has relating to several
of the Zoo’s other Chimpanzees.
According to Ms. Ireland, “The NC

Zoo is one of only a few zoos with suf-
ficient space and staff to take in four
new chimps with the intention of main-
taining them long term. And, this group
of females looks like it has the right
mix of temperaments to fit in well with
Kendall’s existing group. So, the trans-
fer looks like a win for everyone.”

Settling In
After the new females completed a
required quarantine, staff began intro-
ducing them to Kendall’s little group,
which includes the 13-year old male,
Kendall; a 42-year old female, Tammy;
and a 1-year old infant named Ebi.
Adding the four new Chimps bumped
this group size up to seven, making it
nearly as large as the second, nine-
member subgroup living at the Zoo.
Because the new females came in

with a clean behavioral slate, staff
hope that some or all of them can

eventually be introduced into the nine-
member group. Being able to shift
them between the two groups will help
the Zoo to better replicate the social
interactions typical of wild Chimps.
In the wild, Chimpanzees maintain

fluid social interactions. Small groups
form, break up and reform in what is
called a “fusion-fission society,” As
Keeper Supervisor Jennifer Ireland
explained, “Being able to shift the new
females between the two groups will
create a more complex and natural
social experience for all the chimps. In
the wild, individual chimps of either sex
come and go as they wish, and the
membership of temporary parties
changes regularly. That means that the
day-to-day social experiences of
Chimpanzees vary considerably.”
According to Ms. Ireland, “Most zoos

house their Chimpanzees in a single
group because few zoos have the
space or the staff to manage sub-
groups of Chimpanzees. But, the NC
Zoo is different. We have the capacity
to replicate the natural fusion-fission
movements of Chimpanzee society,
and we can even allow our
Chimpanzees to choose when they
want to move between groups.”
The coming and going of individual

Chimpanzees means that visitors will
see a different mix of Chimpanzees on
each visit.
Keepers began introducing the

newest chimps to the Zoo’s outdoor
exhibit in January. Normally, the two
core groups go into the exhibit on
alternate days, and that practice
should be in place by spring, when
warmer temperatures arrive.
ROD HACKNEY, ZOO PUBLIC RELATIONS MANAGER 

4 More
Chimps
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Lasting Impressions
Dinosaurs Were Just Bizarre!
Dinosaurs came in some of the oddest shapes
and forms that Earth has ever seen. Some of
their bizarre features included strange spikes,
weird horns and rows of dense armor plates.

Whole groups of dinosaurs had exaggerated
appendages—massive, trunk-like legs and long,
narrow necks and tails. Predatory dinosaurs
grew gigantic sets of deadly teeth and stood
upright to pursue their prey on two, powerful
legs. Often their feet were armed with curving,
treacherous claws.

Even the way we have to learn about
dinosaurs is bizarre. That is because no one has
ever seen a live one—unless you count birds, of
course. To understand dinosaurs, we have to
track down their fossil remains and use them to
figure out when dinosaurs lived, what they
looked liked and how they survived.

For example, when scientists uncovered a
group of fossilized dinosaurs sitting on nests
filled with eggs, the find suggested, for the
first time, that some dinosaurs looked after
their young. By examining the fossil remains of
dinosaur poop, scientists can figure out what
dinosaurs ate.

Fossilized footprints tell scientists if
dinosaurs dragged their tails behind them or
held their tails upright when they walked.
Fossilized trackways also reveal if a dinosaur
was traveling alone or with an offspring or with
a large group.

What Makes a Fossil?
The whole idea of fossils is bizarre. What hap-
pens to turn bone into stone or to petrify the
print left behind by an animal’s foot?

Conditions have to be just perfect to 

create a fossil. First, silt, sand, volcanic ash or
mud has to bury the footprint, or the dead
plant or animal, relatively quickly. Otherwise,
the print or tissues will wash or rot away.

Usually, water guides the burying process,
washing sediments over the fossil-to-be. But,
sometimes, wind can do the burying by sweeping
in ash or sand.

Once the burying is complete, a fossil forms
only if water washes through and over the
entombed material. Water creates fossilized
bones, for example, by drawing soft minerals
out of a skeleton and washing hard minerals in
to plug up the holes. The replacement process
turns the bone into a rock.

Something similar happens when footprints
are fossilized. First, sand or silt has to cover
the footprints. Then, water has to seep in
slowly to fill the impression with minerals.
These fossil remains, called “trace fossils,” give
scientists a mold of the foot that first created
the print.
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Create Your Own Trace Fossil

Materials Needed:

1/2 Cup Flour

1/2 Cup Used Coffee Grounds

1/4 Cup Salt

1/4 Cup Sand

Water

Pick an object to use in making your trace
fossil. You can use a sea shell, for example,
or make prints using a plastic dinosaur or
even your own hand.

Instructions:

1. Start out by mixing together the dry
ingredients. Add the water a little at a
time, working the mixture together to
make a thick dough. You do not want the
mixture to be dry enough to crumble,
but you also do not want it to feel wet
and sticky.

2. Flatten the dough on a work surface,

patting it out so that it is about an inch
thick. Carefully press, and remove, the
object you want to turn into a trace
fossil.

3. Let the clay dry, and it will hold the
shape of the impression that you made.
Do not move your fossil until the clay is
completely dry. This may take a few
days.

DANIEL BANKS, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
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The NC Zoo Society is your
bridge to more than a Zoo visit.
We make you a partner in the
Zoo’s global efforts to support
• Animal well-being
• Conservation   
• Education
• Field Work
• Research

And we welcome you into a
family that cares about nature.

4403 Zoo Parkway
Asheboro, NC 27205
www.nczoo.com
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